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Abstract. We present an algorithm and its implementation for the verification of
correct behaviour and epistemic states in multiagent systems. The verification is
performed via model checking techniques based on OBDD’s. We test our implementation by means of a communication example: the bit transmission problem
with faults.

1 Introduction
In the last two decades, the paradigm of multiagent systems (MAS) has been employed
successfully in several fields, including, for example, philosophy, economics, and software engineering. One of the reasons for the use of MAS formalism in such different
fields is the usefulness of ascribing autonomous and social behaviour to the components
of a system of agents. This allows to abstract from the details of the components, and
to focus on the interaction among the various agents.
Besides abstracting and specifying the behaviour of a complex system by means
of MAS formalisms based on logic, recently researchers have been concerned with the
problem of verifying MAS, i.e., with the problem of certifying formally that a MAS
satisfies its specification.
Formal verification has its roots in software engineering, where it is used to verify
whether or not a system behaves as it is supposed to. One of the most successful formal approaches to verification is model checking. In this approach, the system S to be
verified is represented by means of a logical model MS representing the computational
traces of the system, and the property P to be checked is expressed via a logical formula
'P . Verification via model checking is defined as the problem of establishing whether
or not MS j= 'P . Various tools have been built to perform this task automatically, and
many real-life scenarios have been tested.
Unfortunately, extending model checking techniques for the verification of MAS
does not seem to be an easy task. This is because model checking tools consider standard reactive systems, and do not allow for the representation of the social interaction
and the autonomous behaviour of agents. Specifically, traditional model checking tools
assume that M is “simply” a temporal model, while MAS need more complex formalisms. Typically, in MAS we want to reason about epistemic, deontic, and doxastic
properties of agents, and their temporal evolution. Hence, the logical models required
are richer than the temporal model used in traditional model checking.

Various ideas have been put forward to verify MAS. In [20], M. Wooldridge et al.
present the MABLE language for the specification of MAS. In this work, non-temporal
modalities are translated into nested data structures (in the spirit of [1]). Bordini et al. [2]
use a modified version of the AgentSpeak(L) language [18] to specify agents and to exploit existing model checkers. Both the works of M. Wooldridge et al. and of Bordini et
al. translate the MAS specification into a SPIN specification to perform the verification.
In this line, the attitudes for the agents are reduced to predicates, and the verification
involves only the temporal verification of those. In [8] a methodology is provided to
translate a deontic interpreted system into SMV code, but the verification is limited
to static deontic and epistemic properties, i.e. the temporal dimension is not present,
and the approach is not fully symbolic. The works of van der Meyden and Shilov [12],
and van der Meyden and Su [13], are concerned with the verification of temporal and
epistemic properties of MAS. They consider a particular class of interpreted systems:
synchronous distributed systems with perfect recall. An automata-based algorithm for
model checking is introduced in the first paper using automata. In [13] an example is
presented, and [13] suggests the use of OBDD’s for this approach, but no algorithm or
implementation is provided.
In this paper we introduce an algorithm to model check MAS via OBDD’s. In particular, in this work we investigate the verification of epistemic properties of MAS, and
the verification of the “correct” behaviour of agents.
Knowledge is a fundamental property of the agents, and it has been used for decades
as key concept to reason about systems[5]. In complex systems, reasoning about the
“correct” behaviour is also crucial. As an example, consider a client-server interaction
in which a server fails to respond as quickly as it is supposed to a client’s requests. This
is an unwanted behaviour that may, in certain circumstances, crash the client. It has been
shown[14] that correct behaviour can be represented by means of deontic concepts: as
we show in this paper, model checking deontic properties can help in establishing the
extent in which a system can cope with failures. We give an example of this in Section 5.2, where two possible “faulty” behaviours are considered in the bit transmission
problem[5], and key properties of the agents are analysed under these assumptions. In
one case, the incorrect behaviour does not cause the whole system to fail; in the second
case, the incorrect behaviour invalidates required properties of the system. We use this
as a test example, but we feel that similar situations can arise in many areas, including
database management, distributed applications, communication scenarios, etc.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we review the formalism of deontic interpreted systems and model checking via OBDD’s. In Section 3 we
introduce an algorithm for the verification of deontic interpreted systems. An implementation of the algorithm is then discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we test our
implementation by means of an example: the bit transmission problem with faults. We
conclude in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the formalisms and the notation used in the rest of the paper.
In Section 2.1 we review briefly the formalism of interpreted systems as presented in [5]

to model a MAS, and its extension to reason about the correct behaviour of some of the
agents as presented in [9]. In Section 2.2 we review some model checking methodologies.
2.1 Deontic interpreted systems and their temporal extension
An interpreted system [5] is a semantic structure representing a system of agents. Each
agent in the system i (i 2 f1; : : : ; ng) is characterised by a set of local states Li and by
a set of actions A ti that may be performed. Actions are performed in compliance with
a protocol Pi : Li ! 2A ti (notice that this definition allows for non-determinism). A
tuple g = (l1 ; : : : ; ln ) 2 L1  : : : ; Ln , where li 2 Li for each i, is called a global state
and gives a description of the system at a particular instance of time. Given a set I of
initial global states, the evolution of the system is described by n evolution functions ti
(this definition is equivalent to the definition of a single evolution function t as in [5]):
ti : L1  : : :  Ln  A t1  : : :  A tn ! Li . In this formalism, the environment
in which agents “live” is usually modelled by means of a special agent E ; we refer
to [5] for more details. The set I , the functions ti , and the protocols Pi generate a set
of computations (also called runs). Formally, a computation  is a sequence of global
states  = (g0 ; g1 ; : : :) such that g0 2 I and, for each pair (gj ; gj +1 ) 2  , there exists a
set of actions a enabled by the protocols such that t(gj ; a) = gj +1 . G  (L1  : : :  Ln )
denotes the set of reachable global states.
In [9] the notion of correct behaviour of the agents is incorporated in this formalism. This is done by dividing the set of local states into two disjoint sets: a non-empty
set Gi of allowed (or “green”) states, and a set Ri of disallowed (or faulty, or “red”)
states, such that Li = Gi [ Ri , and Gi \ Ri = ;. Given a countable set of propositional
variables P = fp; q; : : :g and a valuation function for the atoms V : P ! 2G , a deongi2f1;:::;ng ; V ). The
tic interpreted systems is a tuple DIS = (G; fi gi2f1;:::;ng ; fO
i
relations i are epistemic accessibility relations defined for each agent i by: g i g 0
iff li (g ) = li (g 0 ), i.e. if the local state of agent i is the same in g and in g 0 (notice that
are accessibility relations defined by
this is an equivalence relation). The relations O
i
g O
g 0 iff li (g 0 ) 2 Gi , i.e. if the local state of i in g 0 is a “green” state. We refer to [9]
i
for more details. Deontic interpreted systems can be used to evaluate formulae involving various modal operators. Besides the standard boolean connectives, the language
considered in [9] includes:
– A deontic operator Oi ', denoting the fact that under all the correct alternatives for
agent i, ' holds.
– An epistemic operator Ki ', whose meaning is agent i knows '.
b j ' denoting the knowledge about a fact ' that
– A particular form of knowledge K
i
an agent i has on the assumption that agent j is functioning correctly.
We extend this language by introducing the following temporal operators:
EX ('); EG('); E ('U ). Formally, the language we use is defined as follows:
' ::= p

j :' j ' _ ' j EX ' j EG' j E ('U ') j K (') j O (') j Kb
i

i

j

i

(')

We now define the semantics for this language. Given a deontic interpreted system
DIS , a global state g , and a formula ', satisfaction is defined as follows:

iff g 2 V (p),
iff g 6j= ',
iff g j= '1 or g j= '2 ,
iff there exists a computation  such that 0 = g and 1 j= ',
iff there exists a computation  such that 0 = g and i j= '
for all i  0.
DI S; g j= E ('U ) iff there exists a computation  such that 0 = g and a k  0 such
that k j= and i j= ' for all 0  i < k ,
DI S; g j= Ki '
iff 8g 0 2 G, g i g 0 implies g 0 j= '
DI S; g j= Oi '
iff 8g 0 2 G, g O
g 0 implies g 0 j= '
i
j
0
b '
DI S; g j= K
iff 8g 2 G, g i g 0 and g O
g 0 implies g 0 j= '
j
i
In the definition above, j denotes the global state at place j in computation  . Other
temporal modalities can be derived, namely AX; EF; AF; AG; AU . We refer to [5, 9,
15] for more details.
DI S; g
DI S; g
DI S; g
DI S; g
DI S; g

j= p
j= :'
j= '1 _ '2
j= EX '
j= EG'

2.2 Model checking techniques
The problem of model checking can be defined as establishing whether or not a model
M satisfies a formula ' (M j= '). Though M could be a model for any logic, traditionally the problem of building tools to perform model checking automatically has been
investigated almost only for temporal logics [4, 7].
The model M is usually represented by means of a dedicated programming language, such as PROMELA[6] or SMV[11]. The verification step avoids building the
model M explicitly from the program; instead, various techniques have been investigated to perform a symbolic representation of the model and the parameters needed
by verification algorithms. Such techniques are based on automata [6], ordered binary
decision diagrams (OBDD’s, [3]), or other algebraic structures. These approaches are
often referred to as symbolic model checking techniques. For the purpose of this paper,
we review briefly symbolic model checking using OBDD’s.
It has been shown that OBDD’s offer a compact representation of boolean functions.
As an example, consider the boolean function a ^ (b _ ). The truth table of this function
would be 8 lines long. Equivalently, one can evaluate the truth value of this function by
representing the function as a directed graph, as exemplified on the left-hand side of
Figure 1 . As it is clear from the picture, under certain assumptions, this graph can be
simplified into the graph pictured on the right-hand side of Figure 1. This “reduced”
representation is called the OBDD of the boolean function. Besides offering a compact
representation of boolean functions, OBDD’s of different functions can be composed
efficiently. We refer to [3, 11] for more details.
The key idea of model checking temporal logics using OBDD’s is to represent the
model M and all the parameters needed by the algorithms by means of boolean functions. These boolean functions can then be encoded as OBDD’s, and the verification step
can operate directly on these. The verification is performed using fix-point characterisation of the temporal logics operators. We refer to [7] for more details. Using this
technique, systems with a state space in the region of 1040 have been verified.
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3 Model checking deontic properties of interpreted systems
In this section we present an algorithm for the verification of deontic, epistemic, and
temporal modalities of MAS, extending with deontic modalities the work that appeared
in [17]. Our approach is similar, in spirit, to the traditional model checking techniques
for the logic CTL. Indeed, we start in Section 3.1 by representing the various parameters
of the system by means of boolean formulae. In Section 3.2, we provide and algorithm
based on this representation for the verification step. The whole technique uses deontic
interpreted systems as its underlying semantics.
3.1 From deontic interpreted systems to boolean formulae
In this section we translate a deontic interpreted system into boolean formulae. As
boolean formulae are built using boolean variables, we begin by computing the required number of boolean variables. To encode local states of an agent, the number of
boolean variables required is nv (i) = dlog2 jLi je. To encode P
actions, the number of
nv (i), a global state
variables required is na(i) = dlog2 jA ti je. Hence, given N =
i

can bePencoded by means N boolean variables: g = (v1 ; : : : ; vN ). Similarly, given
M =
na(i), a joint action can be encoded as a = (a1 ; : : : ; aM ).
i

Having encoded local states, global states, and actions by means of boolean variables, all the remaining parameters can be expressed as boolean functions as follows.
The protocols relate local states to set of actions, and can be expressed as boolean formulae. The evolution functions can be translated into boolean formulae, too. Indeed, the
definition of ti in Section 2.1 can be seen as specifying a list of conditions i;1 ; : : : ; i;k
under which agent i changes the value of its local state. Each i;j has the form “if [conditions on global state and actions] then [value of “next” local state for i]”. Hence, ti
is expressed as a boolean formula as follows: ti = i;1  : : :  i;k where  denotes
exclusive-or. We assume that the last condition i;k of ti prescribes that, if none of the
conditions on global states and actions in i;j (j < k ) is true, then the local state for
i does not change. This assumption is key to keep compact the description of the system, so that only the conditions causing a change in the configuration of the system
need to be listed. The evaluation function V associates a set of global states to each
propositional atom, and so it can be translated into a boolean function.

In addition to these parameters, the algorithm presented in Section 3.2 requires the
definition of a boolean function Rt (g; g 0 ) representing a temporal relation between g
and g 0 . Rt (g; g 0 ) can be obtained from the evolution functions ti as follows. First, we
introduce a global evolution function t:
t=

^

1

^

ti =

i2f ;:::;ng

1

(

1 :::

i;

i;ki )

i2f ;:::;ng

Notice that t is a boolean function involving two global states and a joint action a =
To abstract from the joint action and obtain a boolean function relating
two global states only, we can define Rt as follows:
Rt (g; g 0 ) iff 9a 2 A t : t(g; a; g 0 ) is true and each local action ai 2 a is enabled by the
protocol of agent i in the local state li (g ).
The quantification over actions above can be translated into a propositional formula
using a disjunction (see [11, 4] for a similar approach to boolean quantification):
(a1 ; : : : ; aM ).

Rt (g; g 0 ) =

_

0

[(t(g; a; g )

^ P (g; a)℄

a2A t

where P (g; a) is a boolean formula imposing that the joint action a must be consistent
with the agents’ protocols in global state g . The relation Rt gives the desired boolean
relation between global states.
3.2 The algorithm
In this section we present the algorithm SAT (') to compute the set of global states in
which a formula ' holds. The following are the parameters needed by the algorithm:
– the boolean variables (v1 ; : : : ; vN ) and (a1 ; : : : ; aM ) encoding global states and
joint actions;
– n boolean functions Pi (v1 ; : : : ; vN ; a1 ; : : : ; aM ) encoding the protocols of the agents;
– the function V (p) returning the set of global states in which the atomic proposition
p holds. We assume that the global states are returned encoded as a boolean function
of (v1 ; : : : ; vN );
– the set of initial states I , encoded as a boolean function;
– the set of reachable states G. This can be computed as the fix-point of the operator
 = (I (g ) _ 9g 0 (Rt (g 0 ; g ) ^ Q(g 0 )) where I (g ) is true if g is an initial state and Q
denotes a set of global states. The fix-point of  can be computed by iterating  (;)
by standard procedure (see [11]);
– the boolean function Rt encoding the temporal transition;
– n boolean functions Ri encoding the accessibility relations i (these functions are
defined using equivalence on local states of G);
– n boolean functions RiO encoding the deontic accessibility relations O
.
i
The algorithm is as follows:

SAT (') f
' is an atomic formula: return V (');
' is :'1 : return G n SAT ('1 );
' is '1 ^ '2 : return SAT ('1 ) \ SAT ('2 );
' is EX'1 : return SATEX ('1 );
' is E ('1 U'2 ): return SATEU ('1 ; '2 );
' is EG'1 : return SATEG ('1 );
' is Ki '1 : return SATK ('1 ; i);
' is Oi '1 : return SATO ('1 ; i);
bij '1 : return SATKH ('1 ; i; j );
' is K

g

In the algorithm above, SATEX , SATEG , SATEU are the standard procedures for
CTL model checking [7], in which the temporal relation is Rt and, instead of temporal states, global states are considered. The procedures SATK ('; i), SATO ('; i) and
b j ' are
SATKH ('; i; j ) return a set of states in which the formulae Ki ', Oi ' and K
i
true. Their implementation is presented below.

SATK ('; i) f
X = SAT (:');
Y = fg 2 Gj9g

0

:

return Y;

g

SATO ('; i) f
X = SAT (:');
Y = fg 2 Gj9g

0

:

return Y;

g

2 X and Ri (g; g )g
0

2 X and RiO (g; g )g
0

SATKH ('; ) f
X = SAT (');
Y = fg 2 Gj9g 2 X and Ri (g; g ) and RjO (g; g )g

:

0

0

0

return Y;

g

Notice that all the parameters can be encoded as OBDD’s. Moreover, all the operations
in the algorithms can be performed on OBDD’s.
The algorithm presented here computes the set of states in which a formula holds,
but we are usually interested in checking whether or not a formula holds in the whole
model. SAT (') can be used to verify whether or not a formula ' holds in a model by
comparing two set of states: the set SAT (') and the set of reachable states G. As sets
of states are expressed as OBDD’s, verification in a model is reduced to the comparison
of the two OBDD’s for SAT (') and for G.

4 Implementation
In this section we present an implementation of the algorithm introduced in Section 3.
In Section 4.1 we define a language to encode deontic interpreted systems symbolically,
while in Section 4.2 we describe how the language is translated into OBDD’s and how
the algorithm is implemented. The implementation is available for download[16].
4.1 How to define a deontic interpreted system
To define a deontic interpreted system it is necessary to specify all the parameters presented in Section 2.1. In other words, for each agent, we need to represent:
–
–
–
–

a list of local states, and a list of “green” local states;
a list of actions;
a protocol for the agent;
an evolution function for the agent.

In our implementation, the parameters listed above are provided via a text file. The
formal syntax of a text file specifying a list of agents is as follows:
agentlist ::= agentdef |
agentlist agentdef
agentdef ::= "Agent" ID
LstateDef;
LgreenDef;
ActionDef;
ProtocolDef;
EvolutionDef;
"end Agent"
LstateDef ::= "Lstate = {" IDLIST "}"
LgreenDef ::= "Lgreen = {" IDLIST "}"
ActionDef ::= "Action = {" IDLIST "}"
ProtocolDef ::= "Protocol"
ID ": {" IDLIST "}";
...
"end Protocol"
EvolutionDef ::= "Ev:"
ID "if" BOOLEANCOND;
...
"end Ev"
IDLIST ::= ID |
IDLIST "," ID
ID ::= [a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9_]*

In the definition above, BOOLEANCOND is a string expressing a boolean condition; we
omit its description here and we refer to the source code for more details. To complete the specification of a deontic interpreted system, it is also necessary to define the
following parameters:
– an evaluation function;

– a set of initial states (expressed as a boolean condition);
– a list of subsets of the set of agents to be used for particular group modalities
The syntax for this set of parameters is as follows:
EvaluationDef ::= "Evaluation"
ID "if" BOOLEANCOND;
...
"end Evaluation"
InitstatesDef ::= "InitStates"
BOOLEANCOND;
"end InitStates"
GroupDef ::= "Groups"
ID " = {" IDLIST " }";
...
"end Groups"

Due to space limitations we refer to the files available online for a full example of
specification of an interpreted system.
Formulae to be checked are specified using the following syntax
formula ::= ID |
formula "AND" formula |
"NOT" formula |
"EX(" formula ")" |
"EG(" formula ")" |
"E(" formula "U" formula ")" |
"K(" ID "," formula ")" |
"O(" ID "," formula ")" |
"KH(" ID ", " ID ", " formula ")"

Above, K denotes knowledge of the agent identified by the string ID; O is the deontic
operator for the agent identified by ID. To represent the knowledge of an agent under
the assumption of correct behaviour of another agent we use the operator KH followed
by an identifier for the first agent, followed by another identifier for the second agent,
and a formula.
4.2 Implementation of the algorithm
Figure 2 lists the main components of the software tool that we have implemented.
Steps 2 to 6, inside the dashed box, are performed automatically upon invocation of the
tool. These steps are coded mainly in C++ and can be summarised as follows:
– In step 2 the input file is parsed using the standard tools Lex and Yacc. In this
step various parameters are stored in temporary lists; such parameters include the
agents’ names, local states, actions, protocols, etc.
– In step 3 the lists obtained in step 2 are traversed to build the OBDD’s for the verification algorithm. These OBDD’s are created and manipulated using the CUDD
library [19]. In this step the number of variables needed to represent local states
and actions are computed; following this, all the OBDD’s are built by translating the
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boolean formulae for protocols, evolution functions, evaluation, etc. Also, the set
of reachable states is computed using the operator presented in Section 3.2.
– In steps 4 the formulae to be checked are read from a text file, and parsed.
– In step 5 the verification is performed by implementing the algorithm of Section 3.2.
At the end step 5, an OBDD representing the set of states in which a formula holds
is computed.
– In step 6, the set of reachable states is compared with the OBDD corresponding to
each formula. If the two sets are equivalent, the formula holds in the model and the
tools produce a positive output. If the two sets are not equivalent, the tool produces
a negative output.

5 An example: the bit transmission problem with faults
In this section we test our implementation by verifying temporal, epistemic and deontic
properties of a communication example: the bit transmission problem [5].
The bit-transmission problem involves two agents, a sender S , and a receiver R,
communicating over a faulty communication channel. The channel may drop messages
but will not flip the value of a bit being sent. S wants to communicate some information
(the value of a bit) to R. One protocol for achieving this is as follows. S immediately
starts sending the bit to R, and continues to do so until it receives an acknowledgement
from R. R does nothing until it receives the bit; from then on it sends acknowledgements of receipt to S . S stops sending the bit to R when it receives an acknowledgement.

This scenario is extended in [10] to deal with failures. In particular, here we assume
that R may not behave as intended perhaps as a consequence of a failure. There are
different kind of faults that we may consider for R. Following [10], we discuss two
examples; in the first, R may fail to send acknowledgements when it receives a message.
In the second, R may send acknowledgements even if it has not received any message.
In Section 5.1, we give an overview of how these scenarios can be encoded in the
formalism of deontic interpreted systems. This section is taken from [10]. In Section 5.2
we verify some properties of this scenario with our tool, and we give some quantitative
results about its performance.
5.1 Deontic interpreted systems for the bit transmission problem
It is possible to represent the scenario described above by means of the formalism of
deontic interpreted systems, as presented in [10, 8]. To this end, a third agent called E
(environment) is introduced, to model the unreliable communication channel. The local
states of the environment record the possible combinations of messages that have been
sent in a round, either by S or R. Hence, four possible local states LE are taken for
the environment: LE = f(:; :); (sendbit; :); (:; senda k ); (sendbit; senda k )g, where
‘.’ represents configurations in which no message has been sent by the corresponding
agent. The actions A tE for the environment correspond to the transmission of messages between S and R on the unreliable communication channel. It is assumed that
the communication channel can transmit messages in both directions simultaneously,
and that a message travelling in one direction can get through while a message travelling in the opposite direction is lost. The set of actions A tE for the environment is:
A tE = fS R; S !;
R; g. “S R” represents the action in which the channel
transmits any message successfully in both directions, “S !” that it transmits successfully from S to R but loses any message from R to S , “ R” that it transmits successfully from R to S but loses any message from S to R, and “ ” that it loses any
messages sent in either direction. We assume the following constant function for the
protocol of the environment, PE :

f

PE (lE ) = A tE = S

R; S

!;

R;

g;

for all lE

2L

E

:

The evolution function for E is reported in Table 1.
Final state
(:; :)

Transition condition
tS =  and A tR = 
tS = sendbit (0 ) and A tR
tS = sendbit (1 ) and A tR
tR =  and A tR = senda
tS = sendbit (0 ) and A tR
tS = sendbit (1 ) and A tR
Table 1. Transition conditions for E .

A
(sendbit; :)
A
A
(:; senda k )
A
(sendbit; senda k ) A
A

=
=

k

=
=

 or

senda k or
senda k

We model sender S by considering four possible local states. They represent the
value of the bit S is attempting to transmit, and whether or not S has received an ac-

knowledgement from R: LS = f0; 1; (0; a k ); (1; a k )g. The set of actions A tS for S
is: A tS = fsendbit (0 ); sendbit (1 ); g, where  denotes a null action.. The protocol
for S is defined as follows:
PS (0) =

sendbit (0);

PS (1) =

sendbit (1);

PS ((0; a k )) = PS ((1; a k )) = :

The transition conditions for S are listed in Table 2.
Final state Transition condition
(0; a k )
LS = 0 and A tR = senda k and A tE
LS = 0 and A tR = senda k and A tE
(1; a k )
LS = 1 and A tR = senda k and A tE
LS = 1 and A tR = senda k and A tE
Table 2. Transition conditions for S .

S R or
R
= S R or
=
R
=
=

We now consider two possible faulty behaviours for R, that we model below.
Faulty receiver – 1 In this case we assume that R may fail to send acknowledgements
when it is supposed to. To this end, we introduce the following local states for R:
L0R = f0; 1; ; (0; f ); (1; f )g. The state “” is used to denote the fact that R did not
receive any message from S ; “0” and “1” denote the value of the received bit. The
states “(i; f )” (i = f0; 1g) are faulty or red states denoting that, at some point in the
past, R received a bit but failed to send an acknowledgement. The set of allowed actions
for R is: A tR = fsenda k ; g. The protocol for R is the following:
0

0

f

0

g

0

0

f

g

PR () = ; PR (0) = PR (1) = senda k;  ; PR ((0; f )) = PR ((1; f )) = senda k;  :

The transition conditions for R are listed in Table 3.
Final state Transition condition
0
A tS = sendbit (0 ) and LR =  and A
A tS = sendbit (0 ) and LR =  and A
1
A tS = sendbit (1 ) and LR =  and A
A tS = sendbit (1 ) and LR =  and A
(0; f )
LR = 0 and A tR = 
(1; f )
LR = 1 and A tR = 
Table 3. Transition conditions for R.

tE = S R or
tE = S !
tE = S R or
tE = S !

Faulty receiver – 2 In this second case we assume that R may send acknowledgements
without having received a bit first. We model this scenario with the following set of local
states L00R for R:
00

f

g

LR = 0; 1; ; (0; f ); (1; f ); (; f ) :

The local states “”, “0”, “1”, “(0; f )” and ”(1; f )” are as above; “(; f )” is a further
faulty state corresponding to the fact that, at some point in the past, R sent an acknowledgement without having received a bit. The actions allowed are the same as in the

previous example. The protocol is defined as follows:
00
PR
() = ;
00
00
PR
(0) = PR
(1) = senda k ;
00
00
00
PR ((0; f )) = PR
((1; f )) = PR
((; f )) =

fsenda k ; g:

The evolution function is reported in Table 4.
Final state Transition condition
0
A tS = sendbit (0 ) and LR =  and A tE = S R or
A tS = sendbit (0 ) and LR =  and A tE = S
1
A tS = sendbit (1 ) and LR =  and A tE = S R or
A tS = sendbit (1 ) and LR =  and A tE = S
(; f )
LR =  and A tR = senda k
(0; f )
A tS = sendbit (0 ) and LR = (; f ) and A tE = S R or
A tS = sendbit (0 ) and LR = (; f ) and A tE = S
(1; f )
A tS = sendbit (1 ) and LR = (; f ) and A tE = S R or
A tS = sendbit (1 ) and LR = (; f ) and A tE = S
Table 4. Transition conditions for R.

!
!

!
!

For both examples, we introduce the following evaluation function:

V (bit = 0) = fg 2 Gjl (g) = 0 or l (g) = (0; a k)g
V (bit = 1) = fg 2 Gjl (g) = 1 or l (g) = (1; a k)g
V (re bit) = fg 2 Gjl (g) = 1 or l (g) = 0g
V (re a k) = fg 2 Gjl (g) = (1; a k) or l (g) = (0; a k)g
The evaluation function V and the parameters above generate two deontic interpreted
S

S

S

S

R

R

S

S

systems, one for each faulty behaviour of R; we refer to these deontic interpreted systems as DIS 1 and DIS 2 .
It is now possible to express formally properties of these scenarios by means of the
language of Section 2.1.

:
b
A(:(K

R
S



0) _ KR (bit = 1) ) U re a k )

KR (bit = 0) _ KR (bit = 1) ) U re a k )

A( (KS KR (bit =

(1)
(2)

Formula 1 above captures the fact that S will not know that R knows the value of
the bit, until S receives an acknowledgement. Formula 2 expresses the same idea but by
using knowledge under the assumption of correct behaviour. In the next section we will
verify in an automatic way that Formula 1 holds in DIS 1 but not in DIS 2 . This means
that the faulty behaviour of R in DIS 1 does not affect the key property of the system.
On the contrary, Formula 2 holds in both DIS 1 and DIS 2 ; hence, a particular form of
knowledge is retained irrespective of the fault.
5.2 Experimental results
We have encoded the deontic interpreted system and the formulae introduced in the
previous section by means of the language defined in Section 4.1 (a copy of the code

is included in the downlodable files). The two formulae were correctly verified by the
tool for DIS 1 , while Formula 1 failed in DIS 2 as expected.
To evaluate the performance of our tool, we first analyse the space requirements.
Following the standard conventions, we define the size of a deontic interpreted system
as jDIS j = jS j + jRj, where jS j is the size of the state space and jRj is the size of
the relations. In our case, we define jS j as the number all the possible combinations of
local states and actions. In the example above, there are 4 local states and 3 actions for
S , 5 (or 6) local states and 2 actions for R, and 4 local states and 4 actions for E . In
total we have jS j  2  103 . To define jRj we must take into account that, in addition
to the temporal relation, there are also the epistemic and deontic relations. Hence, we
define jRj as the sum of the sizes of temporal, epistemic, and deontic relations. We
approximate jRj as jS j2 , hence jM j = jS j + jRj  jS j2  4  106 .
To quantify the memory requirements we consider the maximum number of nodes
allocated for the OBDD’s. Notice that this figure over-estimates the number of nodes
required to encode the state space and the relations. Further, we report the total memory
used by the tool (in MBytes). The formulae of both examples required a similar amount
of memory and nodes. The average experimental results are reported in Table 5.

jM j OBDD’s nodes Memory (MBytes)
 4  106  103
 4:5
Table 5. Memory requirements.

In addition to space requirements, we carried out some test on time requirements.
The running time is the sum of the time required for building all the OBDD’s for the
parameters and the actual running time for the verification. We ran the tool on a 1.2 GHz
AMD Athlon with 256 MBytes of RAM, running Debian Linux with kernel 2.4.20. The
average results are listed in Table 6.

Model construction Verification Total
0.045sec
<0.01sec 0.05sec
Table 6. Running time (for one formula).

We see these as very encouraging results. We have been able to check formulae with
nested temporal, epistemic and deontic modalities in less than 0.1 seconds on a standard
PC, for a non-trivial model. Also, the number of OBDD’s nodes is orders of magnitude
smaller than the size of the model. Therefore, we believe that our tool could perform
reasonably well even in much bigger scenarios.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have extended a major verification technique for reactive systems —
symbolic model checking via OBDD’s — to verify temporal, epistemic, and deontic
properties of multiagent systems. We provided an algorithm and its implementation, and
we tested our implementation by means of an example: the bit transmission problem
with faults. The results obtained are very encouraging, and we estimate that our tool

could be used in bigger examples. For the same reason, we see as feasible an extension
of the tool to include other modal operators.
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